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Abstract 
This paper introduces CS'OM, a distributed version of the Sel.f-Otganizing Map network 
capable of generating maps simi/at to those created with the original algorithm. Due to the 
continuous nature of the m.apping, CSOM outpe1jonns the traditional SOM algol"ithm m 
function approximation tasks. System performance is illustrated with three examples. 
Introduction 
In the traditional SOM algorithm [4,5,7] inputs are mapped to discrete points on a. lattice, 
corresponding to coordinates of the winning units. This results in a. very limited represen-
tation for the inputs (each input is represented by a.n integer between l and the number of 
nodes in the map). This discrete coding scheme generally yields poor performance when 
using the SOM network for function approximation: the best it can do is a piecewise 
constant approximation of the function. To overcome this limitation, this paper proposes 
CSOM (Continuous Self-Organizing Map). CSOM is a. four-layer feedforward neural net-
work (Figure 1). 'I'he main idea. of the model is tlw use of a distributed SOM to implement 
a continuous coordinate transformation from the input space to a regula.r lattice (Figure 2). 
CSOM ca.n self-orga.nize maps in the same fashion a.s the traditional SOM. However, the 
distributed activity in the CSOM layer creates a more powerful coding scheme and allows 
improved function approximation. 
The CSOM Algorithm 
In CSOM, a.n interpolation step maps the inputs to the new coordinate system in a con-
tinuous fashion. T'he N x N weight matrix D = (dj-,-) then maps the CSOM layer onto 
a basis functions (BF) layer. Tlw elements of this matrix a.re non-ada.ptive: they encode 
the receptive Jidcl of each node in the BF layer. In the network shown in Figure I, ea.ch 
node in the BF layer performs a filtering of the distributed activity at the CSOM layer. 
'I' his is equivalent to computing the discrete convolution of the CSOM layer'o activity with 
the shape of the receptive field of each unit in the BF layer. In the algorithm thio com-
putation is represented by the J(Jllowing approximation: the distributed activation of the 
CSOM layer io indexed by a Hingle point X*, and the discrete n!ceptive field of the BF 
units is approximated by a. continuous function \li(X*, X'', 8), where X'' is the CSOM grid 
coordinates of the center of the receptive Jield of the rt.h unit in tl1e BF layer, and 6 is the 
vQctor of parameters controlling the shape of the function. Uoing this a.pproxima.tion, the 
activity at the BF layer can be computed using a direct function evaluation. 
The behavior of Ute CSOM network during training ca.n be implemented by the following 
algorithm. 
CSO!VI algorithm. 
0. Set l ~' 1, distribute weights w;_; ur1iformly in [w-,w+J, and St.!t a.ll c,-k = 0 
1. Decrea.se the learning rate (3: 
j! = { /Jo((JJ//lo),',-:..\ if 1 S: I< 11 
(JJ ifl2:lJ 
2. Decrea.se the neighborhood size <J: 
<J = { <Jo.(<JI/<Jo)'~:', if 1 S: I< lr 
0'] ifi2:h 
3. Get tt.h input vector A and output vector B 
4. Find the eoordina.tes X* of the input A in the SOM grid (see interpolation step below) 
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Figure 1: Tlw CSOlvl network. A continuous learned coordinate transformation nmps input 
A to a Ja,tt.ice of nodes at the CSOM layer, which is in turn mappr'd to a basis function (BF) 
layer. A second leamed map transforms a eombina.tion of basis functions to the predietl'd 
output B. 
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Figure 2: Using a one-dimenoional SOM to represent a two-dimensional data distribution 
with a single feature. 'l'hc ma.p formation process of the SOM algorithm can be interpreted 
as defining a. new variable that represents the data more eonciscly. In the winner-takes-all 
casr' of the tradit:iona.l SOM, the new variable takes only integer values along the grid (dark 
dots along the line). In CSOM, tlw data points arc remapped in a continuous fashion onto 
the line. As a. result the new feature defined by CSOM is a. continuous variable. 
5. Compute the activity of the CSOM layer: 
h; = exp(-IIXi- X*ll 2/2o-2) 
6. Normalize \he CSOM layer activity: 
Yi = h;/ 'L_f:,l h1 
7. Compute the activity of the BF layer: 
<!>,. = w(X',X',b) = exp(-IIX*- X'll 2 /2b2 ) 
8. Normalize BF layer aetivity: <!>, = if>.,.; 'L-1~ 1 1>1 
(., . ·1 . . 1o "N <1-9. ~ompute t Hl output: "k = L,·=l c.,.k .>.,. 
10. Adjust c,.k according to: tJ.c,.k = a<l>,.(1h- hk) 
11. Adjust w;; according to: tJ.w;,; = f)yi(A;- w;;) 
l2. If t = n then stop. Else add 1 to t <tnd go \o I 
During testing the same algorithm is applied with cx = 0, f) = 0, and output B for all 
inputs A. Besides how X* is computed (step 4), the key difference between the CSOM 
algorithm and the traditional SOM algorithm is the use of a normalized map activity (y,;) 
to drive the map adaptation (step 11 ). 'I' his can lead to a very slow init.i<1l ada.ptation of 
the map, which can be counteracted by a large initial !canting rate (1 < (30 ). Step 4 in 
the above CSOM algorithm implements a continuous \ransf(mnation from the input spa.ce 
to the CSOM la.yc•r grid coordinates. This is accomplished using the following local linear 
coordinate~ system, based on [:l]: 
CS'OM interpolation step 
(a) Find the winning SOM unit: 
.! = argmin; I lA -- w;ll 
(b) Compute local bases (Land P) for J: 
b.l. Set s = I 
b.2. Let ll_, equal to the set of indices of the neighbors of J along the map dimension .s 
b.:l. Compute the projections 17,;: 
(w -- WJ).(A- WJ) 
'lli = --(-1 · ) ( ) ,jEll., 
. Wj-WJ .. Wi-WJ 
b.1. Set 1( = argmax;{17,;} 
b.5. Compute the local basis vector in feature space 1,,: 
I,= { 0 if 17,; < 0, l;fj Ell., and I ill.,! I= 2 
· w K -- w J otherwise 
b.6. Compute the local ba.sis vector in grid space p,,: 
p_, =xi<·- xJ 
b.7. If s < S, when' 5' is the number of dimensions of the CSOM layer grid, add 1 to s 
and go to (b.2) 
b.S. Define local systems L = [!1,!2, ... ,Is] and 
P = [pJ,pz, ... ,ps] 
(c) Interpolate: 
c.l. Compute the local affine coordinates u: 
u = (LTL + AI) 1 LT (A - w J) 
c.2. Set v,, = Xf + I:;;=l P,1,11.1, 
c:.3. Compute grid coordinates for the input x;: 
{ 
x ,- if 11_, < x.;-
.x,; ::::: 1J8 if )(_:; ::; V5 :S; X} 
v+ ·r > v+ 
-''- 8 l 'Os .t\ 5 
First the unit closest to the input is found (step a.). The local system is then defmecl 
in terms of the neurons adjacent to the winner (J) in the CSOM layer grid. For each 
grid dimension tlw neighbor with the largest projection l)j is selectl~cl (steps b.2- b.4). If 
all projections '1/j are negative then the grid coordinate along that grid dimension will be 
the same a.s the winner's. This is equivalent to setting the local basis vector for that grid 
dimension to 0 (step b . .S). Once a neighbor for each map dimension has been selected, a 
5'-dimensiona.l local coordinate system L can be defined l(Jr the input sp<tce and another, 
P, for the grid space (step b.8). Using the loea.l system L it is possible to compute affine 
coordinates u (step c.!). Thesc1 coordinates describe the input vEictor in the local system L. 
The problem with singular rna.triccs L1'L usually can be avoided by an appropriate choice 
of grid-topology and regularization para.rneter ,\ [:l]. 
ThEI eoordina.tc u ca.n then be usEJd with the local syst.mn P, ddirwd in grid eoordina.tes, 
and the grid position of the winning node (XJ) to create an initial representation (v) 
of input A in the SOM grid (steps e.2). Finally this initial representation is truncatcxl 
(step e.3) in order to keep the coordinate values within specified bounds. This last. step is 
rwcessa.ry to gna.ra.n\C'e that. there will always be some activity in rEJsponse to any input. 
This is crucial during the initial stages of the map formation when the weight vectors (wj) 
are packed together in smne small a.rc~a. of the input spaee. 
Basis Functions 
The CSOM network can be implemented with a va.riet.y of radial basis funetions (Figure 
:l). A key property of thEI radial basis functions adapted by CSOM is that they conform 
to the input distribution (Figure 4). 'I'hc CSOM schenr<l also allows for the specification 
of radial basis functions in a single training phase. In the traditional approaeh to RBF 
networks [6] two training phases are used. In a first phase the centers of the basis func-
tions are determined using some unsupervised algorithm (e.g., K-nearest neighbors). Next 
the standard deviations are computed as the average distance to the K-nearest neighbors. 
Alternative approaches such as the supervised growing cell structure [1] use the variable 
topology of a. map t.o sdeet which nodes to include in computing the standard deviations 
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of the basis functions. However, this still has to be done as a separate step. The above 
mentioned approaches define the basis functions in feature space coordinates. This requires 
information on the location, in the feature spa.ce, of the nearby nodes in order to compute 
the standard deviations. This information changes constantly during training unless the 
positions of the centers are kept fixed. CSOM defines the basis function in the CSOM layer 
grid coordinates. }kcause the location of the nearby nodes do not change in this coordinate 
system, the standard deviation of the basis functions can be specified from the start as a 
fixed parameter in the model. 
Examples 
This section illustrates CSOM's capabilities with three function approximation tasks. In the 
first two tasks the SOM grid has the sanw dimensionality of the input space (5' = M). The 
third task illustmtes how dimensionality reduction is handled by CSOM. Performance was 
measured by computing the root me;w squared error RMSE = J~ =::;~ 1 IIB(t)- B(t)ll2 
on a test set drawn from the same distribution as the training set. A measure of the 
performance "gain" for each model was also eomputed as the percentual reduction in RMSE 
compared to the traditional SOM algorithm. 
1-D Function Approximation 
This ta.sk is to estimate a ftfth-order chirp function (Figure 5). Simuhltions considered 
two input probability distributions, a uniform distribution and a. polynomial distribution 
of dr!gree four (equal to the degree of the chirp function frequm1cy ). The training set 
for each distribution consisted of input points A in the interval [0,1], with output B = 
0.5 + 0.5 sin(w(A)A), w(A) = 40Jr A4 
Four models were compared: the traditional SOM, CSOM with gaussian basis functions 
(CSOM-G), CSOM with hat basis functions (CSOM-L), and gaussian radial basis function 
network (GRBF). All modds had 150 nodes in the hidden layer (or the CSOM layer for 
CSOM). Each model was used in a. fixed grid mode and a.n a.da.ptive grid mode. For the 
adaptive grid mode, CSOM-G and CSOM-L had the sam.e final map because tlw adaptation 
of the CSOM hcyer in CSOM is independent of tlw basis function used. The GRBF model 
used the same grid lea.rnecl by CSOM after the training procedure. 'I'he standard dr'via.tion 
of the gaussian of Qach node wa.s set to the mea.n dista.nce of the node's rwighbors in the 
grid. Table 1 sunmw.ri"es the performance for the different models and distributions after 
20 training epochs, where each epoch corresponds to one pass through tlw training set. 
The results for CSOM-G and CSOM-L were significantly bettm· than the tmditional SOM. 
CSOM-G also performed as well as or better than GRBF. 
2-D Function Approximation 
'l'his ta.sk is similar to the one used in [2]. 'I'he goal is to approximate the inverse func-
tions of polynomials. The two input compmwnts are ea.lculated as the i(Jllowing polynomial 
expressions of tlw two output components (Figure 6): ;11 = Hf + 5(131 + lh) + 2.5 and 
A2 = 1J§ + 5(13r + 132 )-f- 2.5. Three models were compared: SOM, CSOM-G and GRBF. All 
models had 64 nodes in the hidden layer (CSOM layer for CSOM). For SOM and CSOM 
the hidden nodes were arranged in a 8 x 8 grid. The GRBF network used the map learned 
by CSOM-G to compute the standard deviation of the gaussians as in the above example. 
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Table 2 summarizes the performance for the different models. The results for CSOM-G 
were considerably better than the traditional SOM and GRBF. Figun~ 7 shows the maps 
learned by the traditional SOM algorithm and CSOM, and the receptive fields of ea.ch basis 
function for GRBF and CSOMG-G. 
Inverse Kinematics of a Two-Joint Arm 
The task is lea.ming the solution of the inverse kinematics of a. two-dimensional two-
joint a.nn. For a. two-joint two-dimensional a.nn (Figure 8), given the @d-effector position 
( ~:, y), the solution of the inverse kinematics problem returns joint angles ( <p1 , <p2) such 
tha.t ( :c, y) and ( <p1 , <pz) are related through tlw following iorwa.rd kinematics equations: 
x = L1 sin <p1 + Lz sin( 'Pr + 'P2 - 71') a.nd y = L1 cos <p1 + L2 cos( 'PI + 'P2 - 71'). The training 
set consisted of input points !l = (~:,y) with output B = (<p1,<p2). The da.ta. was obtained 
by randomly generating pairs of joint angles ( <pr, <p2) and then computing the a.ssociated 
end-effector position (:c, y) using the above forward kinema.ties equations. 
Four modds were trained to solve this problem: a oM-dimensional SOM (SOMl), 
a one-dimensional CSOM with gaussian basis functions (CSOM-G1), a. two-dimensional 
SOM (SOM2), a.nd a. two-dimensiona.l CSOM with gaussian basis functions (CSOM-G2). 
All models used 100 units in the map layer. For the two-dimensionaJ models these units 
were ana.nged in a 10 x 10 grid. 
Table 3 sumnrarir-es the performance for the different models. In both the one-dimensional 
a.nd the two-dimensional cases, CSOM-G significant;ly outperformed the traditional SOM. 
Most remarkably, while the two-dimensional SOM version had a. worse performance than 
the one-dimensional SOM, the same wa.s not true for CSOM-G. Figure 9 shows the final 
map coniiguration for tlw SOM1 and CSOM-G1 models. 
'I'he one-dimensional CSOM-G1 shows how CSOM works when the dimensionality of 
the input space is greater tha.n that of the ma.p (M > .5'). This is illustrated in more details 
in Figures 10 a.nd 11 for a. map with 10 units trained with the same data .. 'l'he smaller 
number of nodes in the ma.p ma.kes it easier to visualir-e the ba.sis functions. 
Conclusions 
This paper introduced CSO M, a. distributed version of the SO M ca.pa.ble of generating maps 
similar to those created with the original algorithm. Due to the continuous nature of tlw 
ma.pping, CSOM outperforms the traditional SOM algorithm in function approximation 
tasks. C:SOM also implements a. nf'W approach for building basis functions adapted to tlw 
distribution of the input dat<t using a simple parametric scheme. 'l'he main idea proposed 
here is tlw mapping of the inputs onto a. grid space in a. continuous fashion a.nd the spce-
ifica.tion of the basis functions in the grid space coordinates instead of the input space 
coordinates. Unlike other approaches, CSOM seU-orga.nir-es the basis functions in a. single 
training phasf). 
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'I'a.blc 1: RMSE and gain compared to SOM for the chirp task (20 epochs) 
' 
Fi:ced Distribution II 
grid Uniform, I Polynomial II 
SOM OJ340 (0,0%) 0.0876 (0.0%) 
---·· 
GRBF 0.1099 (18.0%) 0.0112 (87.2%) 
CSOM-G 0.1099 (18.0%) 0.0112 (87.2%) 
csmi~L 0.1113 (16.9%) 0.0142 (83.8%) 
Adaptive Distribut.ion 
grid Uniform Polynomial 
.. 
SO!vl 0.1260 (0.0%) 0.1017 (0.0%) 
GRBF 0.1008 (20.0%) 0.0292 (7Ll%) 
CSOM-G o.ioo5 (20.0%) 0.0289 (71.6%) 
CSOM-L 0.10:30 (18.:3%) 0.0332 (67.4%) 
... ·- .. 
Table 2: RMSE and gain for t]lQ inv()r~e function of polynomia.ls \ask (50 training epochs) 
~ J\Iodcl I RMS'E I Cain II 
SOM 0.26:39 0.0% 
GRBF 0.0824 68.8% 
CSOM-G 0.0437 8:3.4% 
•. 
Table 3: RMSE and gain for the inverse kinematics task (5 training epochs). 
II M odd __ Lli_JV~l~_LOain IJ 
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Figure 3: Examples of lD basis functions: hat function (left) and ga.ussian (right). 
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Figure -1: lD ga.ussia.u basis functions for two different input distributions: uniform dist.ri-
bution (left) and polynomial distribution (right). 'I'Iw dark clots mark the position in the 
input space of each node's weight vector. ln the unil(mn case the nodes arc evenly spaced, 
a.Jl(l l.lw basis functions are synnnctric. As a result the input space is evenly covered by the 
basis functions. In tlw polynomial case the basis functions are asymmetric. and are concen-
trated in the region where most of the data falls in (towards 1 in the horizontal axis). This 
provides improved coverage of the inpnt space where the input density is higher. 
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Figure 5: Fifth-order chirp signal used in the simulations. B 
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Fig nrc G: lnJH11 a.nd output data distributions for the inverse function of polynomials task. 
A single dataset consisting of 961 observations was used for training <UHl testing. The 
output data was obtained from a :n by :n uniform grid and the rcspeetive inputs cornpntcd 
a.ccording to ;iJ = IJf + 5(Br + lh) + 2.5 and A2 = Bi + 5(BJ + lh) + 2.5. 
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CSOM-G: AMSE=0.0437 
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Figure 7: Final rnap corrllgmations receptive Held sha.pl)S for tlw inversl' function of polyno-
mials task. '1\rp row: maps learned by the traditional SOM algorithm and CSOM. CSOM 
was ca.pable of self-organizing a map similar to that of the tra.ditional SOM. Bottom row: 
receptive Held sha.pes of each basis function for GRBF and CSOM-G superimposed onto the 
input distribution (gray region). 'I'he curves represent a non-norma.li:wd activity level (if>:i) 
of 0.5. 'I'he graphies show that CSOM does <r better job at adapting the basis functions to 
the distribution of the input data. 
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Figure 8: Coordinate definitions for the inverse kinematics of a. two-dimensional two-joint 
arm task. 
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l•'igme 9: Final rna.p configuration superimposed onto the input distribution for the one-
dimensional models used in the inverse kilwma.t.ics of a two-dimensional two-joint arm task. 
As illustrated by the graphics, CSOM-Gl was capable of self-organizing a map similar to 
the one created with the traditional SOM. Both maps do a. good job a.t quantizing the input 
space. 
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Figure LO: Input distribution and map topology for a lD map with 10 units trajned with 
t.llc same data used in tlH~ inv<~rse kinematics of a t\vo-dirnensiona.l two-joint arm task. 
Figure 11: Gaussia.n basis functions for nodes A and B in Figure 10. Because of the 
dimensionality reduction, the ba.sis functions are in fact ridge-like functions oriented along 
the a.xes defined by the map connectivity. 
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